Sonozorb™
the sound solution

Sonozorb is a light-weight, durable, high-loft polypropylene acoustic insulation that creates a torturous path for sound waves — transforming them into thermal energy. Sonozorb is a versatile product ideal for a wide range of applications. Fully recyclable and naturally hydrophobic, it is mold and mildew resistant — and all this at a cost that makes Sonozorb the best value in acoustic insulation available today.

Cutting-Edge, Wide-Frequency Sound Absorption Technology

While other insulations force you to compromise, Sonozorb’s micro-fiber structure allows better performance across the frequency range with less trade-offs.

One-Source, From Concept to Delivery

More than just raw material, Sonozorb is fabricated and finished to your specifications. Not only does this streamline your supply chain, it ensures product integrity and performance that can otherwise be compromised by third-party converters. Utilizing industry leading techniques, we carefully maintain loft throughout the manufacturing process.

The Best Value on the Market

Combining exceptional technology with efficient manufacturing, Sonozorb provides you with the best cost-to-benefit ratio of any synthetic acoustic insulation available — with costs often similar to inferior cotton shoddy.

Email sonozorb@gdc-corp.com or visit www.sonozorb.com